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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are creating a managed data warehouse solution on Microsoft Azure.
You must use PolyBase to retrieve data from Azure Blob storage that resides in parquet format
and load the data into a large table called FactSalesOrderDetails.
You need to configure Azure SQL Data Warehouse to receive the data.
Which four actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions
from the list of actions to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
Step 1: Create a master key on the database
Create a master key on the database. This is required to encrypt the credential secret.
Step 2: Create an external data source for Azure Blob storage
Create an external data source with CREATE EXTERNAL DATA SOURCE..
Step 3: Create an external file format to map parquet files.
Create an external file format with CREATE EXTERNAL FILE FORMAT.
FORMAT TYPE: Type of format in Hadoop (DELIMITEDTEXT, RCFILE, ORC, PARQUET).
Step 4: Create the external table FactSalesOrderDetails
To query the data in your Hadoop data source, you must define an external table to use in
Transact-SQL queries.
Create an external table pointing to data stored in Azure storage with CREATE EXTERNAL
TABLE.
Note: PolyBase is a technology that accesses and combines both non-relational and relational
data, all from within SQL Server. It allows you to run queries on external data in Hadoop or
Azure blob storage.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/relational-databases/polybase/polybase-configure-azur
e-blob-storage

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have an Azure subscription named Subscription1.
Subscription1 contains the virtual machines in the following table:
Subscription1 contains a virtual network named VNet1 that has the subnets in the following
table.
VM3 has multiple network adapters, including a network adapter named NIC3. IP forwarding is
enabled on NIC3. Routing is enabled on VM3.
You create a route table named RT1 that contains the routers in the following table.
You apply RT1 to Subnet1 and Subnet2.
For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise, select No.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
IP forwarding enables the virtual machine a network interface is attached to:
* Receive network traffic not destined for one of the IP addresses assigned to any of the IP
configurations assigned to the network interface.
* Send network traffic with a different source IP address than the one assigned to one of a
network interface's IP configurations.
The setting must be enabled for every network interface that is attached to the virtual machine
that receives traffic that the virtual machine needs to forward. A virtual machine can forward
traffic whether it has multiple network interfaces or a single network interface attached to it.
Box 1: Yes
The routing table allows connections from VM3 to VM1 and VM2. And as IP forwarding is
enabled on VM3, VM3 can connect to VM1.
Box 2: No
VM3, which has IP forwarding, must be turned on, in order for VM2 to connect to VM1.
Box 3: Yes
The routing table allows connections from VM1 and VM2 to VM3. IP forwarding on VM3 allows
VM1 to connect to VM2 via VM3.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/virtual-networks-udr-overview
https://www.quora.com/What-is-IP-forwarding

NEW QUESTION: 3
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each
question in the series contains a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some
question sets might have more than one correct solution, while others might not have a correct
solution.
After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result,
these questions will not appear in the review screen.
You are building a stored procedure that will be used by hundreds of users concurrently.
You need to store rows that will be processed later by the stored procedure. The object that
stores the rows must meet the following requirements:
Be indexable

Contain up-to-date statistics
Be able to scale between 10 and 100,000 rows
The solution must prevent users from accessing one another's dat
a.
Solution: You create a table variable in the stored procedure.
Does this meet the goal?
A. No
B. Yes
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
Bluetooth経由で未承諾メッセージが送信されている場合、次の攻撃タイプのうちどれが実行され
ていますか？
A. 不正なテザリング
B. ブルースナーフィング
C. ウォーチョーキング
D. ブルージャック
Answer: D
Explanation:
Bluejacking is the sending of unsolicited messages over Bluetooth to Bluetooth-enabled
devices such as mobile phones, PDAs or laptop computers, sending a vCard which typically
contains a message in the name field (i.e., for bluedating or bluechat) to another
Bluetooth-enabled device via the OBEX protocol.
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